Five reference electrodes (Li/Li + ) were embedded around a square lithium-ion battery (LIB) cell equipped with a separated Extra Positive-side (XP) and a separated Extra Negative-side (XN), and electrical potential changes of the positive (P and XP) and negative (N and XN) electrodes against the reference electrodes (Rx; x-1-5) during charge and discharge with connect or disconnect ammeters (between P and XP and between N and XN) were studied. AC impedance measurement also was conducted with the cell. It confirmed that electric current (CP and CN) flowed with the charge and discharge in the direction to ease the state of charge (SOC) level between P and XP and between N and XN. During charge and discharge of the cell, the positive electrode potential at the separated Extra Positive-side (XP-R2(+)) was reached to that at the positive electrode (P-R1), and that at the separated Extra Negative-side (XN-R3(−)) was reached to that at the negative electrode (N-R1). AC impedance spectra (Nyquest plots) of the positive electrode (P-Rx) or the negative one (N-Rx) against the five reference electrodes were quite different with each other. However, the Nyquest plots of P-N and sum of P-Rx and N-Rx were almost identical whether the positive (P and XP) and negative (N and XN) electrodes were connected with ammeters or not.
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